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Abstract—Humanoid robots possess remarkable mobility and
adaptability for diverse environments. Nonetheless, accurate walk-
ing pattern tracking remains challenging, especially when employ-
ing the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) due to delays in high-
mobility setpoint tracking. We propose a novel control approach
to address this limitation by integrating an artificial neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) with the LQR to enhance pattern
tracking. The research contributes to developing a control system
that combines LQR and ANFIS to enable humanoid robots to
follow various walking patterns with increased precision and
efficiency and also the scheme to incorporate LQR and ANFIS.
The study involves four experiments: step response, walking
phase, static straight walking, and varied straight walking. Each
test runs for 5 seconds with a 100-millisecond sampling rate,
repeated five times, and employs the Integral Absolute Value
(IAE) metric for evaluation. The LQR-ANFIS method exhibits
superior performance, achieving a maximum overshoot of 0%,
a rise time of 0.3 seconds, a settling time of 0.3 seconds, and a
steady-state error of 0% in the step response experiment. The
proposed control system also enables stable walking with step
periods ranging from 0.15 to 4 seconds and step ranges of 0.05
to 0.03 meters. In conclusion, the integration of ANFIS with
the LQR significantly enhances the mobility of humanoid robots,
enabling them to navigate diverse environments and accurately
track various walking patterns proficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Humanoid robots are known for their high mobility and
adaptability to diverse environments, driven by their complex
degree of freedom (DOF) and dynamics [1]–[3]. While this
abundance of DOF endows humanoid robots with the ability
to perform various tasks [4]–[7], it also leads to challenges
in controlling their intricate body design, power distribution,
motion patterns, and movement algorithms [8]–[11].

Humanoid robots move using synchronized joint rotations to
achieve specific positions, resulting in continuous, coordinated
movements [12]–[15]. Inverse kinematics determines body co-
ordinate positions and destination coordinates of other limbs by
calculating the input angle [16]–[19], while forward kinematics
calculates limb and center of mass (COM) coordinates [20]–
[22].

Despite advances in generating walking patterns based on
COM or ZMP criteria [23], [24], the complex nature of hu-
manoid robots can lead to discrepancies between generated

patterns and actual responses. Control systems are crucial
for accurate trajectory tracking and overcoming discrepancies
[25]–[27], with deterministic methods like Proportional Inte-
gral Derivative (PID) and Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
commonly employed [28]–[30].

These methods have encouraged various studies that have
succeeded in realizing stable humanoid robots with COM and
ZMP criteria as the popular criteria [31]–[33]. Based on the
COM criteria, the robot moves stably if the COM of the robot is
inside the support polygon or within the isolated area [8], [34].
A support polygon is formed by the robot’s body touching the
ground. In a walking humanoid robot, a support polygon is an
area where the sole steps on the ground and forms a shape [35],
[36]. Meanwhile, the ZMP criteria state that the robot is stable
when the ZMP position of the robot is in polygon support. The
ZMP criteria mean that even if the COM of the robot is outside
the support polygon, as long as the ZMP is inside the support
polygon, the robot will remain stable [37], [38]. These criteria
are proven to make robots walk straight in a flat plane [39],
[40].

The control system maintains the robot states, for example,
the COM and ZMP position, based on the states’ error cal-
culated from the system feedback [41]–[43]. Various control
systems that have been widely introduced include Propor-
tional Integral Derivative (PID) and Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR), a linear control system [28]–[30]. PID is a control
system that has been long and robust track record. However,
PID only processes a system with a single input and output [44],
[45]. Meanwhile, humanoid robots are multiple-input, multiple-
output (MIMO) systems. Therefore, the LQR control system is
more appropriate to process the humanoid robot system [46]–
[48].

In addition to deterministic methods, stochastic approaches
like Fuzzy control have been explored [49]–[51], but these
often rely on expert knowledge for constructing membership
functions, leading to varying configurations [52]. The Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) was developed to
overcome this limitation [53], [54], employing inverse training
to model dynamic systems with finite errors [55], [56]. The
stochastic methods give a more nonlinear response than the
deterministic methods.

To enhance the control performance of humanoid robots, we
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propose a novel approach that integrates full-state feedback
LQR and ANFIS control, leveraging LQR simulation to train
ANFIS for minimal error production. Serving as an additional
controller, ANFIS contributes to improved system action. The
research contribution lies in the fusion of LQR and ANFIS for
humanoid robot control, and we validate the effectiveness of
our method through Coppelia robotic simulation and transient
response analysis. First, The research will present our combined
LQR and ANFIS approach, which addresses humanoid robot
mobility and walking pattern tracking challenges, leading to
enhanced control performance. Second, the validation of our
proposed method demonstrates its efficacy and applicability in
real-world robotic simulations.

II. METHODS

This research is systematically divided into several stages to
ensure a well-structured and purposeful approach as in Fig.
1. The study begins with modeling the robot using a cart
table to simplify the humanoid robot representation, where
mechanical parameters are derived from Autodesk Inventor
designs. Control system modeling is then conducted to obtain
state space equations, determine K values through the LQR
method, and collect data sets for ANFIS training. In addition
to full-state feedback, ANFIS controls are designed with three
inputs and three membership functions. The simulation stage
involves tuning Q and R components to obtain optimal K
values and gather data for ANFIS training. The research also
focuses on designing algorithms to enable humanoid robots
to walk in all directions, considering each robot step’s final
position as input. Control system tests are conducted in real-
time on humanoid robots and through simulations using VREP
software, analyzing various system responses such as overshoot,
steady-state error, rise time, settling time, and integral absolute
error (IAE).

A. Control Framework

The humanoid robot control system receives walking trajec-
tory as the inputs in the shape of continuous position, velocity,
and acceleration in the x, y, and z-axis. The walking trajectory,
generated by the quintic polynomial, is converted into ZMP
using the cart table model. As such, there are four outputs from
the walking trajectory: the robot ZMP value, the robot COM
position value, the robot COM velocity value, and the robot
COM acceleration value. The ANFIS and full-state feedback
control systems need those outputs to calculate the robot’s
action.

The full-state feedback control system with ANFIS as an
additional controller generates the controlled ZMP position in
the x and y-axis based on the error of robot COM position,
COM velocity, and ZMP position in the x and y-axis. The
error was calculated from the difference between the output
of the walking pattern generator and the sensor value, which

Fig. 1. Research Flow Diagram

was processed using inverse kinematic and cart-table models.
The rotary sensor measures every robot’s joint position and
calculates the robot’s actual COM and ZMP using forward
kinematics.

The control system then subtracts the generated ZMP refer-
ence value from the walking generator and the controlled ZMP
value of ANFIS and full-state feedback control to calculate the
ZMP for the robot action. The outline of the proposed humanoid
robot system is explained in Fig. 2.

Based on the control system framework, five parts are de-
signed to create the walking robot system: a robot model using
the cart-table model, a walking pattern generator to generate
the ZMP and COM reference, an ANFIS control system for
the stochastic control system, and a full-state feedback control
system for the deterministic control system.

B. Cart-Table Model

This research humanoid robot is modeled with a cart-table
model. The cart-table model is used so that the ZMP compo-
nents of the robot can be analyzed and used to improve stability
when walking. A humanoid robot modeled with a cart-table
model is shown in Fig. 3.

The mathematical equation of the cart-table model is shown
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Fig. 2. Humanoid Robot Control Framework

Fig. 3. Cart-Table Model

in (1) and (2). The equation shows that the position of ZMP is
affected by the position of COM and also the acceleration of
COM.

px = x− z

g
ẍ (1)

py = y − z

g
ÿ (2)

where pi is ZMP position in i axes (m), x is COM position in
x axes (m), y is COM position in y axes (m), z is Constant
COM position in z axes (m), ẍ is COM acceleration in x-
axes (m/s2), ÿ is COM acceleration in y-axes (m/s2), g is
gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2).

The ZMP approximation can be obtained by first calculating
the COM position and COM acceleration value [57]. The posi-
tion values are obtained from the forward kinematics calculation
of each robot joint sensor and then differentiating it to get the
COM acceleration value. The ZMP result of (1) and (2) is called
the actual ZMP in this work.

C. Quintic Polynomial Walking Pattern Generator

The walking scheme is divided into five parts; the first is the
initial position in the double support phase. The second part
is the double support phase, which moves the COM position
to the stance leg. The third part is the swing-up phase in the
single support phase. The fourth part is the swing-down phase
in the single support phase, and the last is the stabilizing phase.
The swing-up phase move when the COM position is already
in the support polygon region, so the swing-up phase will not
wait for the first phase to end. The walking scheme used in this
work is shown in Fig. 4 for the sagittal plane and Fig. 5 for
the frontal plane.

Quintic polynomials in this system generate the body ref-
erence trajectory [58]. The method produces the position,
velocity, and acceleration as in (3), (4), and (5).

p = b0 + b1t + b2t
2 + b3t

3 + b4t
4 + b5t

5 (3)

v = b1 + 2b2t+ 3b3t
2 + 4b4t

3 + 5b5t
4 (4)

a = 2b2 + 6b3t+ 12b4t
2 + 20b5t

3 (5)

To get the variable, use this equation

b0 = p0 (6)

b1 = v0 (7)

b2 =
a0
2

(8)

b3 =
(20h− (8vt + 12v0)T − (3a0 − at)T

2)

2T 3
(9)

b4 =
(−30h+ (14vt + 16v0)T − (3a0 − 2at)T

2)

2T 4
(10)

b5 =
12h+ 6(vt + v0)T − (at − a0)T

2

2T 5
(11)
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where the variable is p0 is Initial position, pt is Goal Position,
v0 is Initial Velocity, vt is Goal Velocity, a0 is Initial Acceler-
ation, at is Goal Acceleration and T is Stepping time.

Fig. 4. Proposed walking scheme in the sagittal plane

Fig. 5. Proposed walking scheme in the frontal plane

D. ANFIS Control System

ANFIS architecture used in this work is adopted from Sugeno
fuzzy inference system [59]. Each controlled axis has one
ANFIS control system. Because the controlled axis is the x
and y, there are two ANFIS designs. There are three inputs in
ANFIS: COM error, COM velocity error, and ZMP error. Every
input has three membership functions, with every membership
function being Gaussian. Using the configuration shown in

Table I, the total number of rules is 27. The overall ANFIS
network is shown in Fig. 6.

TABLE I
ANFIS CONFIGURATION

No Parameter Value
1 Fuzzy Inference System Sugeno
2 AND Methods Product
3 OR Methods Max
4 Defuzzification Weight Average
5 Implication Product
6 Aggregation Addition
7 Membership Function Gaussian

Fig. 6. ANFIS Architecture

The Gaussian membership function is explained in a mathe-
matical formula in (12).

µ (x) = e−
1
2 (

x−c
σ )

2

(12)

where µ is membership value, c is Gaussian function center,
σ is Gaussian function standard deviation, and x is measured
value.

The defuzzification uses weighted average with formula in
(13), weight formula in (14), and the rule value formula in (15).
ANFIS training will obtain the constant in (15).

O =

∑
fi.wi∑
wi

(13)

wi = µ1i (x1) .µ2i (x2) .µ3i (x3) , i = 1, 2, 3 (14)

fi = x1ai + x2bi + x3ci + di (15)

where O Weighted average output, fi is Value of rule i, wi is
Weight of rule i, µji is i membership value of input j, xj is
Value of input j, and ai, bi, ci, di is Linear constant for rule i.
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Data used for training are relational data of COM, COM
Velocity, and ZMP errors with the system input generated by
LQR. The system input was obtained by doing the simulation
with a different feedback gain value. The selected gain is
the Value that produces a minimum errorthe proposed data
collecting method flowchart shown by Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Proposed Data Collecting Method for ANFIS

The membership function parameter of the proposed ANFIS
architecture after training is shown in Table II.

TABLE II
MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION GAUSSIAN PARAMETER

Membership
Function

Range Linguistic σ c

Error COM
Position -9.42 -10.056

Small 4.13 0.316
Big Negative 4.13 -9.42
Big Positive 4.13 10.05

Eror COM
Velocity -13.901 -16.74

Small 6.507 1.42
Big Negative 6.507 -13.90
Big Positive 6.507 16.7

Error ZMP
Position -14.031 -15.38

Small 6.24 0.67
Big Negative 6.24 -14.03
Big Positive 6.24 15.3

E. Full-State Feedback Control System

The humanoid control system used in this work is shown in
Fig. 2. The full-state feedback control system has six inputs:
COM position, velocity, and ZMP position errors in each x and

y-axis. As for the full-state feedback control system, the output
is two: the ZMP position in the x and y-axis. The computed
ZMP output is then combined with the ANFIS control system
output to get the controller ZMP value.

The plant model used in this work is a model that includes
COM and ZMP, which is a cart table model with the formula
shown in (1) and (2). The cart-table model is then converted
to the state-space model using linearization to obtain the state-
space equation [60]. The state space equation of the cart table
is shown in (16) and (17).

ẋ
ẍ
px
ẏ
ÿ
py

 =



0 1 0 0 0 0
g
Zc 0 −g

Zc 0 0 0
0 0 −1

Tp 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 g

Zc 0 −g
Zc

0 0 0 0 0 −1
Tp




x
ẋ
px
y
ẏ
py

+



0 0
0 0
1
Tp 0

0 0
0 0
0 1

Tp


[
px

d

py
d

]
(16)


x
px
y
py

 =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 1




x
ẋ
px
y
ẏ
py

+

[
0 0
0 0

] [
px

d

py
d

]
(17)

The state spaces of the robot model in (16) and (17) run on
MATLAB in continuous and discreet simulation. The continu-
ous simulation would show the natural response of the robot,
and the discreet simulation would show the robot’s response if
controlled with a microcontroller. After the state space model
control system is designed, the following steps combine ANFIS
and the full-state feedback control by adding each output to
enhance each other.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two experiments are conducted to describe the performance
of the proposed method in this work. The first is step response
simulation using MATLAB to compare the transient and steady-
state response of the LQR and the LQR-ANFIS methods. The
second experiment uses CoppeliaSim Edu to investigate the
impact of the proposed method on humanoid robot walking
ability. The walking period and step length are variated as the
robot ability indicator. Integral-absolute-error (IAE) in (18) was
used as a performance index and observed in every simulation
using CoppeliaSim to describe the tracking performance.

IAE =

∫ T

0

|reference (t)− state(t)| (18)

The step response experiment performed using model in (16)
and (17) with the following parameter: g = 9.81m/s2, Zc =
0.275m, and Tp = 0.005s. The constant reference used is 0.1m
for every input. Full state feedback gain K used in this work is
as follows:

K =

[
−11.0596 −1.1427 1.3418 0 0 0

0 0 0 −11.0596 −1.1427 1.3418

]
(19)
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The experiment observes the LQR, ANFIS, and LQR-ANFIS
transient and steady-state responses in the x coordinate, as
shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Comparison of COM Position response in x coordinate using LQR
method, ANFIS method, and LQR-ANFIS method

Step response using LQR feedback gain in 19 gives us a
response with a rise time of 0.21 s, settling time of 0.44 s,
and 0% steady-state error. However, there is a 4.1% overshoot
generated. The 4.1% overshoot is a problem if there is an
external force or mechanical error. The LQR-ANFIS method
gives us a response with a 0% overshoot compared with LQR-
only method. By adding ANFIS, the proposed method has a 0.3
seconds rise time, a settling time of 0.3 seconds, 0% overshoot,
and 0% steady-state error.

The result in this stage is a simulation result where no
external disturbance affects the robot and does not tell if the
robot is falling or failing at walking. Even though there is
no disturbance, the LQR-only experiment gives 4.1% over-
shoot, whereas if we calculate the overshoot using the distance
between two legs, 0.0782 meters, gives 0.0032 meters of
overshoot. The value is still within the support polygon area,
where the area margin is 0.039 meters. The result is also in line
with [61] research, where even though there is an overshoot,
the humanoid robots can still perform static walking without
falling. But, our hypothesis, if external force occurs, such as a
leg swing when walking, this overshoot will increase and make
a robot fall. Moreover, the LQR response shows us a response
that linear with feedback. Feedback gain in (19) indicates that
the COM position is more important than the two others, which
makes LQR response indices overshoot.

As for the LQR-ANFIS result, 0% overshoot is what this
research is after. This result was achieved because the ANFIS
can change its feedback priority to adapt to a calculated
state. ANFIS calculates new input based on which state has
the highest error and prioritizes minimizing it, unlike LQR,
which has constant priority over time. ANFIS also changes
the full-state feedback characteristic, where the response will
be the same in any condition. With additional ANFIS, the
response also changes based on the behavior information given

to the fuzzy, where the designed ANFIS architecture here is
to minimize the overshoot while speedup the time response.
These results are consistent with the study’s initial hypothesis
that merging the two methods will reduce errors, as shown in
Table III.

TABLE III
SIMULATION RESULT

Methods System Respose Value
Maximum Overshoot 4.1%

LQR Risetime 0.21 second
Settling Time 0.44 second

Maximum Overshoot 0%
ANFIS Risetime 1.2 second

Settling Time 1.53 second
Maximum Overshoot 0%

LQR-ANFIS Risetime 0.3 second
Settling Time 0.3 second

The simulation results in this study illustrate the response
characteristics of the control system under a controlled and
modeled environment. Although the LQR-only overshoot was
within the robot’s support polygon area and static walking was
successful, the concern arises regarding potential instability
under external forces. On the other hand, the integration of
ANFIS with full-state feedback in the LQR-ANFIS method
resulted in a desirable 0% overshoot and comparable rise and
settling times of 0.3 seconds, while maintaining 0% steady-state
error. ANFIS’s ability to adapt its feedback priority dynamically
played a crucial role in achieving this improved performance.
The findings supported the hypothesis that combining LQR and
ANFIS would lead to reduced errors and enhanced tracking
performance for humanoid robots during walking tasks. The
proposed method offers a promising approach to enhance the
control system of humanoid robots and overcome potential
challenges during walking, setting a direction for the next
experiment in this work.

The second experiment in this work is a simulation using
CoppeliaSim and actual robot parameters and models. The
engine used in the simulation is a Newton engine with a
time sample of 0.1s. The humanoid robot model used in this
simulation is a robot with 12 DOF legs shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Humanoid Robot Simulation Model

The result shows that the LQR-ANFIS has a better IAE per-
formance index in every tested walking pattern with an average
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result is 0.471 meters for the LQR result and 0.0707 meters for
the LQR-ANFIS result. Humanoid robot walking step happens
continuously, and as such, errors if not handled fast enough
will accumulate in every walking step. The error accumulation
happens also in LQR-only and LQR-ANFIS experiments. Even
though the LQR-ANFIS gives us a smaller error, if the smaller
step and walking period are compared with the bigger step and
walking period with the same number of steps, there will be
an increase in the IAE value. It also concludes that the error
of the proposed method will increase when the walking period
and step length increase. As such there is a range where the
robot is able to walk safely without falling. The results of the
two methods, which were done successfully without falling, are
shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV
WALKING SIMULATION IAE COMPARISON

Walking Period Step Length LQR-ANFIS IAE LQR IAE
0.005m 0.457 0.0751
0.01m 0.787 0.0834

2 Second 0.015m 0.563 0.0886
0.02m 0.631 0.1012
0.025m 0.689 0.1085
0.03m 0.747 0.1168
0.005m 0.235 0.0350
0.01m 0.266 0.0384

1.5 Second 0.015m 0.277 0.0442
0.02m 0.313 0.0483
0.025m 0.329 0.0523
0.03m 0.358 0.0566

The fewer IAE means that the control system has better
performance tracking a different reference in every unit. The
LQR-ANFIS can do that because the ANFIS follows the rule
where the main priority is to reduce the error first before
overcoming the overshoot. Full-state feedback generates system
input to overcome the error. However, it cannot reach the
reference in one unit of time. However, the ANFIS controller
reinforces the generated system input by giving additional input
to overcome that error, so the system moves closer to the
reference in a one-time unit.

The result of conducted works proves the initial hypothesis
that adding an ANFIS that can adapt to the condition will
improve the performance of humanoid robot walking. Even
though the system response becomes slower than the LQR
method, adding an ANFIS aims to improve the tracking perfor-
mance of a walking humanoid robot. Improvement in tracking
performance means the robot can move closer to the given
walking pattern.

IV. CONCLUSION

ANFIS, as an additional controller in full-state feedback
control, can decrease the full-state feedback overshoot but
slower response time. The proposed method also achieves better
tracking performance of a humanoid robot simulation when

walking using IAE as the comparison value. Better tracking
performance means the robot can move closer to the desired
walking pattern and overcome disturbances when walking.
While our study has shown promising results in enhancing
humanoid robot control, there are several aspects for future
research. One of them is exploring adaptive control strategies
that dynamically adjust the ANFIS parameters during robot
locomotion might address the trade-off between response time
and overshoot, potentially achieving a faster response without
compromising stability.
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